Networxx joins hand with Global leader IPexpert Inc for Cisco certification training
Founded in 2001, IPexpert is an industry-recognized, privately held, Cisco Certification training company for
networking engineers pursuing the highest level of career certification offered by Cisco.
Online PR News â€“ 29-March-2012 â€“ Chandigarh, March 28: US-based IPexpert, Inc. has entered into a
strategic partnership with Networxx and its founder CEO, Khawar Butt, the world-renowned CCIEx5 and
CCDE.
This partnership brings together the talents and resources of two of the most recognized training institutes in
the world to provide the most elite Cisco Certification training experience in the market, informed Naveen
Gupta, managing director, Networxx, co-founded with penta CCIE master trainer Khawar Butt.
Networxx, has training centers in over 20 locations in India including New Delhi, Maharashtra, Madhya
Pradesh, Hyderabad, Gujarat, Haryana, Chandigarh, Bangalore, Chennai, Srinagar, as well as in Dubai and
Sri Lanka.
The strategic tie up with IPexpert Inc, US, which is again a leading trainers in CISCO certification, will
provide an edge to IT specialists in India to access the world-class training material.
Wayne Lawson, CEO and Founder of IPexpert, says "We want our India-based students to have the same
advantages as students elsewhere and we will stay committed to providing them with the highest of quality
training. This partnership will allow us to accomplish that."
Lawson added, "It is a privilege to have the opportunity to work with Khawar Butt again, as he is an
inspiration to many Cisco Certification aspirants and his proven abilities as an Engineer and Instructor, will
generate an incredible amount of success for our students. Khawar has over 20 years of experience in the IT
field and has worked with companies such as Boeing, Verizon, Cisco, Microsoft, Northrop Grumman and
many other industry leaders. He happens to be the only person in the world to have 5 CCIE certifications and
Ciscos CCDE certification as well.
Cisco CCNA, CCNP and CCIE course materials have been personally crafted by Khawar Butt and his team
of highly qualified and experienced engineers. Between IPexpert's proven self-study training materials and
Networxx's Instructor-led training solutions, students are sure to get quality and cost-effective training,
Naveen Gupta added.
Growing IT and telecom sector poses a great challenge and opportunity for the networking specialists, and
therefore, our expert trainers would be available with the Networxx team to help the next generation of IT
experts armed with Cisco certification to make a difference in the economic growth of the country, Naveen
Gupta said.
Networxx centres are equipped with networking hardware to enable the students get hands-on experience,
and with IPexperts online resources and virtual access to high-end networking equipment the students
capabilities would get enhanced manifold, he added.
Khawar Butt informed that Networxx offers Cisco certification programmes of 8 months duration each,
including Cisco Certified Networking Associate (CCNA), Cisco Certified Networking Professional (CCNP) and
the most sought-after qualification, Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE).
Butt who has consulted companies like Boeing, Verizon, Northrop Grumman, Lockheed Martin, Cisco,
Microsoft, said that it is for the first time that world class advanced training in Cisco certification would be
available across India through this collaborative efforts of IPexperts Inc, and Networxx to produce the next
generation of certified IT experts who would not find any dearth of jobs with a starting annual salary package
of Rs.6 lakh in India and over Rs.20 lakh abroad, he added.
The job opportunities for Cisco-certified experts in networking and data security is on the increase and is
held in high esteem in global IT & Networking industries for their prowess in deploying, managing and
trouble-shooting complex networking scenarios, he said.
About Networxx:
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Networxx aims to infuse brand new energy in the IT training and certification domain by introducing world
class and industry proven courses for producing the next generation of certified IT experts. We take pride in
our unique curriculum and training methodology designed for preparing students for Cisco Certified
Internetwork Expert (CCIE) Exam. The CCIE certification holds the highest level of esteem in the global IT &
Networking industry and is regarded as a benchmark for a networking professionals technical prowess in
deploying, managing and troubleshooting complex networking scenarios in IT companies world-wide.click
here for more info
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